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The action of Cardinal Stefano Borgia which just has
been described, was not the only evidence of nobility of
soul that he exhibited during the long Conclave of 1799-
1800. He did, or rather he did not do, another deed; the
neglect of which suffices to win him high renown.
It already has been manifested here, that the tide of
human ambition runs at its highest in the Conclave for the
election of a Pope. At different periods of history, the
papacy has been regarded as an appanage of the empire, or
of the great Italian .baronies, Crescenzi, Colonna, Orsini,
Savelli, Medici. The House of Borgia, not without reason
of a kind, desired to rank with these; and cardinals of that
House complacently expected election. There already had
been two Borgia Popes, the strenuous-Lord Calixtus P.P.
III. and the invincible Lord Alexander P.P. VI. The
great-grandson of St. Francisco de Borja, Cardinal Don
Gaspero, publicly hoped to be the third, and was disap-
pointed. Now, in the last year of the Eighteenth Century,
was enclosed in another Conclave another Borgia Cardinal,
the noble Cardinal Stefano, and it confidently was expected
that he would emerge therefrom not Stefano, but peter,
crowned with the Triregno, the pontifical diadem made of
feathers of white peacocks encircled with three crowns of
gold.
Humanly speaking his chance of election was not
chance but certainty. He was admitted on all hands to be
facile Princeps of the Sacred College. His learning, his
dominant power, his simple piety, his universally sym-
pathetic personality, assured him of an unanimous major-
ity, had he chosen to enter the ranks of the cardinals-com-
petitors, that is to say of the cardinals who were eligible
and also willing.
When a man is aware of his own ability to do certain
rtegitimate and beneficent deeds, the world is wont to call
him fool as well as knave when he neglects to seek the
situation, the opportunity, for exercising his peculiar talent.

